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Abstract: We present three fundamental tools from soft computing realm to solve real 
world problems that are vague in nature and not easy to handle with classical 
mathematical methods. We show by several real world examples how such problems are 
solved. 
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1. Theoretical tools 
(a) The GUHA-method in data mining [2]. Knowledge discovery in databases is the non-
trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately 
understandable patterns in data i.e. in single flat table comprising a number of fields 
(columns) and records (rows). Data mining is a step in this process concerned with 
applying computational techniques (i.e., data mining algorithms implemented as 
computer programs) to actually find patters in the data. GUHA (General Unary 
Hypotheses Automaton) is a method of automatic generation of hypotheses based on 
empirical data, thus a method of data mining. The GUHA method is based on first order 
logic with non-classical quantifiers and finite models. Exploratory analysis means that 
there is no single specific hypothesis that should be tested by data; rather, the aim is to 
get orientation in the domain of investigation, analyse the behaviour of chosen variables, 
interactions among them etc. Such inquiry is not blind but directed by some general 
(possibly vague) direction of research (some general problem). 
(b) Pavelka style fuzzy logic [6] a well-defined sentential logic with truth values in the 
real unit interval [0,1] (or, more generally, in an injective MV-algebra). Well-defined 
here means that there is a semantic consideration, i.e. truth functions, as well as syntactic 
consideration, that is, axioms and many-valued rules of inference, and that these two 
concepts coincide. This means that Pavelka style logic is complete. Moreover, this fuzzy 
logic generalizes classical Boolean logic in a reasonable way: everything that can be said 
in Boolean logic with truth values in {0,1} can be generalized to cover situations with 
truth values are in the whole interval [0,1]. Such an approach opens new prospects for 
applications. 
(c) Many-valued similarity [4] is a [0,1]-valued fuzzy relation that is reflective, 
symmetric and weakly transitive, thus, a many-valued extension of classical equivalence 
relation. In real world applications objects are often not just similar or dissimilar but their 
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similarity is a matter of degree. Many-valued similarity can be seen as a part of Pavelka 
style fuzzy logic, where it has many admirable properties, for example combining several 
(partial) many-valued similarities into a one global (or total) similarity is again a many-
valued similarity. 
 
2. Real world applications 
We present several applications that exploit the above mentioned mathematical tools. 

(1) Constructing a model to predict travel time between two cites in Finland [7]. A 
data matrix of size 19000x8 was analyzed by the GUHA method and the results 
were used to construct an IF-THEN inference system of only 5 rules to predict an 
actual travel time.  

(2) Constructing an inference system to control water level in Southern Finland lake 
area [1]. Given a time series data covering the period 1976-1996, the aim was to 
construct a computer aided system that would make the required decisions of 
drainage of water automatically. The problem was solved by constructing a fuzzy 
inference system based on Pavelka style fuzzy logic. 

(3)  Several traffic signal control systems based on many-valued similarity and 
Pavelka style fuzzy logic will be presented [5].  

(4) Constructing a computer aided system to define athlete's aerobig and anaerobig 
thresholds [3]. The problem was solved by using many-valued similarity 
measures. 

(5) Constructing a web based tool for voters use to select a candidate in national 
elections that best corresponds to a voter’s opinions. An on going project based on 
global fuzzy similarity. 

(6) Constructing mathematical and algorithmic tools in decision making problems. 
An on going project based on Lukasiewicz style fuzzy logic. 
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